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The SoHo Collection s 
perfect for a laid-back 
lifestyle. It features 
an industrial and 
somewhat “dark” soul 
that is able to evolve 
and blend with 
various influences 
until becoming 
bourgeois.
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Distinguishing 
features
SoHo epitomises the 
pleasure of linearity 
and well-defined, airy 
volumes and offers 
not only plain doors, 
but also a bespoke 
tray-type door with 
soft edging that 
discreetly outlines the 
profile; 
a stand-on storage 
tray in modular 
lengths, comprising 
supports and metal 
tray; relief profile 
edging for base units 
and tall units on 
which the 
side panels, bottoms 
and tops protrude to 
frame the doors; 
a wall or floor to 
ceiling bookcase, 
perfect overlooking to 
the living room.
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Opening systems

1)  Groove profile
This traditional 
groove profile is in 
matt, black or white 
painted extruded 
aluminium which can 
also be provided in 
any lacquered finish 
of your choice.
2) Handle
Doimo Cucine offers 
several metal handles 
with many finishes, 
including a brushed, 
chromed or burnished 
effect.
3)  Push-pull
A practical, elegant, 
streamlined system 
based on a push 
piston located on top 
of the carcase behind 
the door.



1)

2)

3)
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Outstanding finishes 
Chestnut. Five 
different shades for a 
species that 
highlights the natural 
characteristics of 
wood with its grooved 
flaming and sheen of 
age revealed by a host 
of nuances.
Wired glass. 
Epitomises the 
industrial soul of 
SoHo with inserts on 
the doors that create 
discontinuity. Rough 
but elegant, these 
simple elements are 
used sparingly.
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CASTAGNO 
MARINO 
LACCATO OPACO 
BIANCO 9003
ACCIAIO 
VINTAGE

Marino chestnut
Matt lacquered 
Bianco 9003 
Vintage steel 

CASTAGNO 
NERO
FENIX NTM® 
NERO

Nero chestnut
Fenix NTM® 
Nero

EUCALIPTO
LACCATO SUPER 
MATT CAMOSCIO

Eucalyptus
Camoscio super 
matt lacquer

CASTAGNO 
INVECCHIATO 
PELTROX®

Invecchiato 
chestnut

P. 
12

P. 
48

P. 
84

P. 
60

P. 
72

P. 
24

P. 
36

Index

ROVERE SCALFITO 
NATURALE 
LACCATO EFFETTO 
METALLO OTTONE

Scalfito Naturale 
oak
Ottone metal effect 
lacquer

ROVERE TINTO VITE 
LACCATO SUPER 
MATT VERDE 
MARRONE

Vite stained oak 
Verde Marrone 
super matt lacquer

CASTAGNO 
OSSIDATO FENIX 
NTM® 
GRIGIO BROMO

Ossidato chestnut
Fenix NTM® Grigio 
Bromo
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The built-in tall units 
for refrigerator and 
pantry are separated 
from the corner area 
of the kitchen and are 
in Marino chestnut, 
except for the centre 
inserts with open 
units and built-in 
oven.
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The SoHo bookcase 
system stands in the 
dining room. 
The shape of its 
modular black 
painted metal 
structure is repeated 
in the snack counter 
leg, an exclusive 
design for this 
collection.
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The top for this 
corner kitchen 
includes white 
ceramic tiles with 
the front edges in 
Corian®, a 
hygienic, non-toxic 
and durable 
material which is 
also used for the 
sinks integrated 
into the top.



The snack counter 
stands on base 
units behind 
which there are 
built-in Vintage 
steel wall units 
with several 
different opening 
systems, such as 
the pull-out 
vertical lift door to 
facilitate access.
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Open storage units
Black painted 
aluminium open 
units that can be 
equipped to 
personal 
requirements are 
placed along the 
wall above the 
cooking area.
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Materials and 
finishes
The relaxing and 
refined style 
of SoHo is 
emphasised by its 
finishes: natural 
stained oak, chestnut 
and other wood 
species, lacquered 
colours, and the 
industrial air of steel, 
Fenix NTM® and 
wired glass.
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TUNDRA

BIANCO AVORIO

GRIGIOCASTORO

NERO

FOSSILE

COGNAC

ROCCIA

BIANCO KOS

GRIGIO EFESO

CRETA

BEIGE

GRIGIO BROMO

MELAMINICO QUERCIA
oak melamine

FENIX NTM®

fenix ntm®

FINITURE ANTA LISCIA flat door finishes



OSSIDATO

BRONZO

NERO

TORBA

MARINONATURALE

NATURALE

INVECCHIATO

OSSIDO

CASTAGNO
chestnut

ROVERE SCALFITO
scalfito oak

FINITURE ANTA LISCIA flat door finishes
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RAME

IRIDIO

OTTONE

TITANIO

LACCATO EFFETTO
METALLO
lacquered metal effect

FINITURE ANTA LISCIA flat door finishes



BIANCOBIANCO 9003

BIANCO GRIGIO BIANCO SALE

SABBIA ORO GRIGIO NUBE

CORDA

CAPPUCCINOTORTORA

CAMOSCIO

LACCATO LUCIDO,
OPACO,
SUPER MATT
glossy, matt,
super matt lacquered

MUSCHIO

GRIGIO

GRIGIO ARDESIA

VERDE MARRONE

CIOCCOLATO

ROSSO CORSA BLU PETROLIO

NERO PROFONDO

FINITURE ANTA LISCIA flat door finishes
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TANNINO

CAMOSCIO

ZOLFO

BIANCO

VITE

CAPPUCCINO

ROVERE TINTO
stained oak

ROVERE LACCATO
lacquered oak

FINITURE ANTA A VASSOIO raised edge door finishes

GRIGIO ARDESIA CIOCCOLATO

SABBIA ORO



FINITURE ANTA A VASSOIO raised edge door finishes

LACCATO OPACO,
SUPER MATT
matt,
super matt lacquered

BIANCO 9003 BIANCO

BIANCO GRIGIO BIANCO SALE

SABBIA ORO GRIGIO NUBE

CORDA

CAPPUCCINOTORTORA

MUSCHIO

GRIGIO

GRIGIO ARDESIA

VERDE MARRONE

BLU PETROLIO

NERO PROFONDO

CIOCCOLATO

CAMOSCIO

ROSSO CORSA
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EBANO 
EMARA

ACACIA
TERMOTRATTATA

ULIVO

ESSENZE SPECIALI
OPACHE
special matt 
essences

ESSENZE SPECIALI
LUCIDE
special glossy 
essences

FINITURE UNIVERSALI universal doors

ACCIAIO
steel INOX

PELTROX®

VINTAGE

ACACIA
TERMOTRATTATA

EBANO 
EMARA

ROVERE
TERMOTRATTATO

EUCALIPTO

ULIVOOLMO 
NATURALE



FINITURE UNIVERSALI universal doors

GRIGIO ACIDATO TRASPARENTE BRONZATO

ANTA CON TELAIO 
IN METALLO NERO 
SPESSA 22 MM
door with black 
metal frame 
thickness 22 mm

ANTA CON TELAIO 
IN ACCIAIO INOX 
SPESSA 22 MM
door with stainless 
steel frame 
thickness 22 mm

VETRO ARMATOVETRO ARMATO

GRIGIO ACIDATO TRASPARENTE BRONZATO
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-  An artisan heart 
with highly 
specialized people 
with craft skills to 
create bespoke items
-  A warehouse 
optimized in space 
and procedures; the 
loading area is 
automated with a 
handling system with 
compressed air and in 
sliding carpets
-  An obsessive 
attention to the 
packaging in order to 
protect from shocks 
all the items; the 
packages are made of 
cardboard, wadding, 
bubble wrap, shrink 
nylon.












